Meeting 12. october 2018
•Isabelle Hultdin
Results: Kött, Repro, NTM
Discussion: ”my farm does something special”

•Robin + Ingrid + Jehan
The challenge: How to handle the sale of older beef calves instead of 3 weeks-old calves?
A solution here-and-now
Make it easier for the future

•Some updates (also send 3rd of october)
•Marketing
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• Robin + Ingrid + Jehan
The challenge: How to handle the sale of older beef calves instead of 3 weeks-old calves?
A solution here-and-now
Make it easier for the future
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A solution here-and-now

Salg efter 3 uger:
Salgspris: 3000 kr.
Omkostninger (mælk+arbejde): 500 kr.
Forskel: 2500 kr.
Det er denne forskel vi skal bruge som pris i SimHerd
Salg efter 1 år:
Salgspris: 12000 kr. (??)
Omkostninger (foder+arbejde): 8000 kr. (??)
Forskel: 4000 kr.
Det er denne forskel vi skal bruge som pris i SimHerd

Question to you: what are these (??) prices and costs?
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A solution here-and-now
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Make it easier for the future

Enter these prices as well when you create a herd
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Some updates
1.Genetic progress due to use of beef semen
2.Costs for Ungdjur are not split up anymore in Foder and Övrig but only in
Ungdjur
3.In Känslighetsanalyse we now also reduce the ungdjur costs with 20%, just like all
the other costs
4.Enter beef semen in the nuläge
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1) Genetic progress due to use of beef semen

Why do we now include ”avel” here?

• Before, we didn’t include the genetic benefits of using beef semen. Our reasoning was that instead of using beef semen
on the bad (low NTM) cows, you could also just sell the low-NTM heifers. So including the genetic benefits to beef
semen would be giving beef semen too much credit.
• However, after a small data analysis of farms selling heifers in DK, we found out that heifers are often sold at random
and not based on their genetic potential or even worse, the best heifers are sold.
• That’s why we include that using beef semen (also without genomic selection but just using traditional breeding values)
has a genetic value since we use it on bulls with low NTM. This decisison was made after a discussion between Lotta
9
and advisors.

Genetic progress:
Using Beef Semen
Beef semen

Normal semen

We
keep
the best

vs.

Selling heifers
Normal semen

We
keep
the best

• Until now, we assumed that Using Beef Semen does not have an added value, because
you can also sell the worst heifers. As illustrated above.
• From now on, we assume that heifers are sold ”random”. Selling the worst heifers does10
not often succeed in practice.

2) Costs for Ungdjur are not split up anymore in Foder and Övrig but only in Ungdjur

Why?
• Before, we had ”Foder, Ungdjur” and ”Övrig”. All the arbetskostanden were included in ”Övrig”, but now, all the costs
for Ungdjur are under ”Ungdjur”. Under the table in the footnote it still says, how these costs as split up.
• A cosmetic change, that makes it easier to see where the costs-savings come from
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3) In Känslighetsanalyse we now also reduce the ungdjur costs with 20%, just like all
the other costs/prices

Why?
• Before, we had ”Ungdjur -4 kr.” since arbetskostnaden also was 4 kr. pr. dag. So the blue bar represented the economics
in using beef semen when we save a lot of arbetskostnaden. The bar ”Ungdjur-4 kr” represented the economics in
using beef semen when we assume that arbetskostnaden for ungdjur are 0 kr. pr. dag! If we assume that having ungdjur
is cheap, then we are not saving so much (arbets)kostnaden (green bar < blue bar)
• Now we just change all the costs by 20%, to make it more straightforward. The -20% should be interpreted as ”cheaper
youngstock” for whatever reason; cheaper feed could also be a reason.
• The green bar is lower when we assume -20% but the green bar is symmetrically higher, when we assume +20%. That is
true for all green bars.
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4a) Enter beef semen in the nuläge
When we choose to ”Skriv in fler detaljer”
we can specify how much beef semen the
farmer uses today, in the nuläge.

This was already possible for
sexed semen, now also for
beef semen. This is however
only possible, when you create
a new herd. Not for existing
herds on your account.
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4b) Enter beef semen in the nuläge

The scenario with 10% beef semen will now
ofcourse be 0 (or almost 0; because of variation
(noise) in the model), because we are comparing
10% beef semen with 10% beef semen = no changes

In the bottom of the page an overview is given of
what is used in the nuläge.
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Marketing
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March 2018
Marketing

Why use SimHerd and not just an average recommendation?

Increase in TB pr. årsko in 13 herds in the optimum scenario for
beef-semen-use in each of these herds

Kr. / ko

Herd
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Marketing

Summary of Simulated Results in 13 herds
Question: what can we offer the farmer?

Answer: We can find out whether we can increase his TB with anything between 0 and
1000 kr. per cow (on average with 400 kr.).

Answer: In case we find out that beef semen can increase TB with 0 kr., this motivates
us to improve for example reproduction or calf survival
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Marketing

Danmark: SimHerd basis-pakke er gratis
• Xvik + Beef (no sensitivity analysis)
• Repro
• NTM
Hvorfor gratis? Product promotion
Appetizer for follow-up
• Jehan / Morten (1500-10.000 kr)
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